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Important repair instructions
•• Only skilled personnel should carry out the repair.
•• After repair the appliance should function properly.
•• After repair the appliance has to meet the regulatory- and safety requirements that were applicable at the
time of release of the model.
•• After repair the appliance always has to be tested for electrical safety according VDE 0701-0702 and for
medical products IEC 62353.
•• Only use genuine Philips spare parts to replace critical components.
•• The warranty of your Philips product is void if you do not use genuine Philips spare parts to repair critical
components of your appliance.
•• The critical components are indicated with a warning triangle in the service exploded view and/or
service manual.
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General information

Technical information

Consumer Replaceable Parts

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

••
••
••
••
••

Voltage
: 220 - 240 V
Frequency
: 50 - 60 Hz
Power consumption
: 1450 W
Standby power consumption : < 0,5 W
Contents water reservoir
: 900 cc
Colour setting
: Blue & Louros
Functions :
--Coffee boost technology
--Crema improvement
--Intensity select (except HD6561)
--Duo select (only for HD6564, HD6566 &
HD6567)
--Direct start
--Brew stop
--Auto shut-off 30 min

NTC value range
T=

20 °C -> 10 KΩ ± 0.4 KΩ

T = 100 °C -> 0.8 KΩ ± 0.02 KΩ

Optional (accessories)
•• No specific issues

CRP475/01
HD5015/01
CRP462/01
CRP698/01
CP0684/01

•• CRP132/01
•• CP0685/01
•• CRP133/01
•• CP0277/01
•• CP0278/01

1-cup pod holder, Black
2-cup pod holder, Black
Coffee collector
Spout cover, Metal
Spout assy improved crema,
Black
Drip tray cover Metal
Drip tray cover plastic, Black
(applicable for HD6561)
Drip tray, black
Water container Sepia Grey
(specific models)
Water container Blue
(specific models)

Materials
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Housing
Brew chamber
Collector
Spout
Drip tray cover
Drip tray
Water container
Hoses

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

PP / ABS
PA/PP
PP
POM
Metal / PP
PP
PP
Silicon
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Technical information
General coffee specifications
In-cup volume (mL) Coffee

1-cup (ml)

1-cup Strength select (ml)

General version

122

60

French, Spanish version

100

60

1st cup temperature

2nd and further cup temperature

General version (122 ml)

> 74 °C

> 76 °C

French, Spanish version (100 ml)

> 69 °C

> 73 °C

1-cup (ml)
(with 1-cup pod holder)

2-cup (ml)
(with 1-cup pod holder)

General version (normal cup 122 ml)

133 ± 10

266 ± 12

French, Spanish version (normal cup 100 ml)

111 ± 10

222 ± 12

All countries (short cup 60 ml)

71 ± 10

142 ± 10

Difference between left/right volume:

< 10 ml

< 10 ml

1-cup (ml)

2-cup (ml)

General version

124 ± 10

250 ± 30

French/Spanish version

100 ± 10

200 ± 30

All countries (short cup)

80 ± 10

150 ± 20

Temperature indication (°C)

Water specification in (mL)
(without coffee pod)

Duo select water spec in-cup volumes
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Technical information
Production date (or serial number)

Functional diagram

Electrical diagram
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Disassembly- and Reassembly advice
Before you start dismantling!
For your safety be sure the plug is
disconnected from the mains!
The product is designed for easy access to the
internal components.
Make sure that all accessories like tank, podholder,
drip tray, spout and collector have been removed.

During assembly
•• Make sure that the wiring is properly dressed as
in the original situation. When replacing crimp
connections or tie wraps, perform a pull test.
Prevent entrapment of wiring between housingor internal parts.
•• Make sure that all parts are re-assembled, and
that no parts are forgotten. E.g.: sleeves, internal
protection caps, screws.
•• Make sure that the housing parts are properly
assembled. No gaps should be present, yet
make sure screws are not overturned.

After assembly:
•• Check all relevant functions of the appliance.
•• Check if the consumer complaint has been
resolved.
•• Check for abnormalities. E.g.: leaking liquids,
smoke, smell, abnormal noise.
•• Check the use safety functions. E.g.: lid-open
detection switch, motor disable switches.
•• Check the electrical safety functions:
--leakage current
--high voltage (servicer to perform a test)
--earth continuity (servicer to perform a test)

Disassembly information
To remove the back cover, follow below steps:
•• Remove the two Torx screws (T15) A (see
exploded view).
•• Remove the valve outlet.
•• Start at the upper side of the back cover, using
a flat head screwdriver to unhook the top of the
back cover and gently pull the back cover from
the appliance so that a little chink between back
cover and brew chamber becomes visible.
•• Again use the screwdriver to unhook the two
“snap locks” at each side of the back cover, and
gently move the screwdriver in the direction of
the opposite side of the appliance, in such a way
that the lips of the snap locks are bent outwards
and unhook.
•• If all snap locks are unhooked, it is possible to
remove the back cover. Gently pull the back
cover upwards to release the bottom part of the
back cover from the housing. Please note that
the back cover is still connected to the pump.
•• For reassembly follow these steps backwards.
To remove the brew chamber lid cover, follow
below steps:
•• Place a large screwdriver
on the positions (see
picture 1) and lift the
cover over the snap
locks on both positions,
use appropriate force.
picture 1

•• The cover lid can now be
lifted up, but stays
attached to the brew
head by the push rod, to
remove the complete
cover including lever and
push rod squeeze both
legs of the push rod
picture 2
strongly together
(see picture 2), so that the two pins will unhook
out of the hinge position on the brew chamber.
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Disassembly- and Reassembly advice
•• To remove lever from lid cover, take a screwdriver
and bend carefully the two lips/ribs in the lid
cover outwards and push the lever with force out
of the hinge.
•• To reassemble, follow steps backwards, without
using a screwdriver.
To remove the brew chamber head assy, follow
below steps:
•• Remove the back cover.
•• Place the appliance in front of you in such a way
that you are facing the rear side of the appliance.
•• First remove the boiler from the snap lock
position of the brew chamber.
•• To remove the brew
chamber, use your both
thumbs (see picture 3)
and push strongly with a
little distortion (rotation)
until the brew chamber
comes loose (upwards).
picture 3

•• Reassemble follow above steps backwards.
To reach the components placed inside the base
(for example exchange the NTC temperature
sensor) follow below steps:
•• First remove back cover, three-way valve and
boiler.
•• The brew chamber can be removed by
unhooking the two snap locks behind the boiler,
pull the brew chamber upwards to remove it
from the housing.
•• Remove both Torx T15 screws B (see exploded
view).
•• Unhook the two snap locks on the back side
of the base with a screwdriver (see base), the
housing can now be removed.
•• To remove the rest of the housing unlock the last
4 snap locks on the base and gently pull of the
front cover.
•• To reassemble follow above steps backwards.
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Functions/features explanation
Coffee boost technology
Get the most out of your coffee pad thanks to the innovative SENSEO® Coffee Boost technology that delivers
a fuller, richer flavor through:
A new finer distribution of water via 45 aroma nozzles ensuring the hot water is optimally spread across the
entire SENSEO® coffee pad.
Therefore each grain of ground coffee will release all the aromas and flavors, delivering a richer, fuller, taste.

Crema improvement
With Crema plus you will brew, cup after cup, SENSEO® coffee with the finest and most velvety crema layer.

Intensity Select
Intensity Select for a long-smooth or a short-strong coffee.

Duo Select, hear and taste the difference
Personalize your coffee with SENSEO® Viva Café Duo Select. Enjoy a classic smooth SENSEO® coffee or
switch to an even fuller tasting SENSEO® coffee. By applying different water pressures, more coffee-flavors
are extracted.

Intensity select & Duo select
The PCBA has two features onboard “Intensity select” and “Duo select”
The PCBA is suitable for the type numbers (HD6564, HD6566 & HD6567).
Intensity select how does that work:
•• Select the strong short coffee recipe by double tap on
the 1-cups button for 1 cup of strong short coffee.
•• Press the 1-cup button once for one large mild cup of
coffee.

2x

•• Select the strong short coffee recipe by double tap on
the 2-cups button for a double cup of strong short
coffee.
•• Press the 2-cup button once for two large mild cups
of coffee.
2x

Duo select how does that work:
By turning the switch to the right, the pump frequency/
pattern will change as effect more coffee flavors are
extracted out of the same coffee pod via the unique
brewing intervals. The brewing sound is noticeable
different then for the normal classic SENSEO® brew and
volume is a bit lower compared to the normal classic
SENSEO® coffee brewing (switch to the left).
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Functions/features explanation
Selecting the right PCBA modus
The PCBA is standard delivered with the general version volume settings (122 ml coffee).
You can easily toggle between general version & French/Spanish volume settings by applying the following
routine:
1. Hold the 1-cup button while applying power to the appliance.
2. Release the 1-cup button.
3. Press the 2-cups button to toggle to the French volume settings.
By repeating above steps once more you will enter the WEU settings again.
In case you are not sure in which state the volume setting is programmed, verify this by making a cup of
coffee without coffee pod, measure the water outcome, and compare that in the volume table “General
coffee specifications”.

Volume adjustment procedure
If you have replaced the PCBA for whatever reason, you always need to check/adjust the volume setting
from this new PCBA. The PCBA coming from service has standard the “General version” volume setting preinstalled, as described in chapter “Selecting the right PCBA volume modus”
In case you toggled from the “General version” to “French/Spanish version” or vice versa automatically all
earlier adjustments parameters will become overwritten.
Volume measurement procedure:
Below steps, describe how to measure the volume.
You can apply this procedure for checking the volume per function. (Intensity select short/normal, Duo select
short/normal)
1. Make sure the boiler is filled with water.
2. Switch appliance ON and wait until the unit is ready to brew.
3. Place a 1-cup pod holder without a Coffee POD. (only adjusting with plain water)
4. Place a cup on the drip tray cover and push the one-cup button.
5. When the appliance has finished, you are able to perform the volume adjustment.
6. Empty the cup, podholder and push again for one cup setting, measure the volume output with a
graduated beaker.
In the table “general coffee specifications” you can find the requirements for the minimum / maximum water
volume output cc/ml values for each function.
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Functions/features explanation
Normal Coffee volume routine adjustment: (General 122 ml / French/Spanish 100 ml version)
1. Unplug the appliance from the mains.
2. Make sure the water tank is filled and placed on the machine.
(for adjusting the right parameter, the internal SW will check if the water level sensor is activated yes/no.)
3. Press the 1- and 2-cup button simultaneously and plug the mains on.
4. When above step succeeded the led will turn on continuously.
5. Depending if the volume has to de- or increase you have to push the one- or two-cup button.
Every time you push the 1- or 2 cup button the LED will turn off for 0.5 second (feedback to user) and
the pump time will be shortened or lengthened for 0.5 seconds depending which button was pushed.
Pushing 1-cup button pump, time will be shorten with 0.5 sec is approximately - 3.5 cc/ml (less coffee)
Pushing 2-cup button pump, time will be lengthen with 0.5 sec is approximately + 3.5 cc/ml (more
coffee)
When the volume has to increase with 10 cc for example, push the 2-cup button 3 times.
The new value will be stored when you switch the appliance off by pushing the on/off switch.
(LED will turn off)
6. Turn appliance on again and brew one cup, measure the volume. In case the volume is not within
specification repeat steps 1 - 5.

Strength select coffee volume routine adjustment: (General 60 ml / French/Spanish 60 ml version)
Adjusting the scale factor, the scale factor is a factor that ensures the small volume used for the “general-”
and “French/Spanish-” version is correctly applied between the versions.
Adjusting the scale factor for the strong/short (60ml) cup volume.
1. Place an empty water tank on the machine.
(for adjusting the right parameter, the internal SW will check if the water level sensor is activated yes/no)
2. Press the 1- and 2 cup button simultaneously and plug the mains on.
3. Release the 1- and 2 cup button, if successful, the on/off LED will switch on less bright/intense as
normal, indicating the scale factor reprogramming has entered.
4. Depending if the volume has to de- or increase you have to push the one- or two-cup button.
Every time you push the 1- or 2-cup button, the LED will turn off for 0.5 second (feedback to user) and
the scale factor will be shortened or lengthened depending which button was pushed.
Pushing 1-cup button, scale factor will be shorten approximately - 1 cc/ml (less coffee)
Pushing 2-cup button, scale factor will be lengthen approximately + 1 cc/ml (more coffee)
The new value will be stored when you switch the appliance off by pushing the main switch.
(LED will turn off)
5. Turn appliance on again and brew one strong coffee cup by pressing the 1-cup button twice, measure
the volume. In case the volume is not within specification repeat steps 1 – 4.
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Functions/features explanation
Duo select coffee volume routine adjustment.
1. Unplug the appliance from the mains.
2. Press the 1-cup, ON/Off button and 2-cup button simultaneously and plug the mains on.
3. When above step succeeded the led will turn on continuously.
4. Depending if the volume has to de- or increase you have to push the one- or two-cup button.
Every time you push the 1- or 2 cup button the LED will turn off for 0.5 second (feedback to user) and
the pump time will be shortened or lengthened for 0.6 seconds depending which button was pushed.
Pushing 1-cup button pump, time will be shorten with 0.6 sec is approximately - 4 cc/ml (less coffee)
Pushing 2-cup button pump, time will be lengthen with 0.6 sec is approximately + 4 cc/ml (more coffee)
The new value will be stored when you switch the appliance off by pushing the on/off switch.
(LED will turn off)
5. Turn appliance on again and brew one cup, measure the volume. In case the volume is not within
specification repeat steps 1 - 4.

Restoring the Boiler_empty flag to production default:
Sometimes it is needed, that the boiler of the SENSEO have to be emptied.
This for instance in wintertime were the possibility exists that the boiler becomes frozen during transport e.g.
For those occasions, it is handy to restore the Boiler_empty_flag again to production default.
Bringing the SENSEO back into production status, has the benefit the flush routine will be activated
automatically when installed by the consumer.
How to SET the Boiler_empty_flag:
Keep the 1-cup button pressed while plugging in the power plug of the appliance in the mains socket.
The main switch LED will blink very rapidly for approximately 1 second.
To check if the Boiler_empty_flag is really set, reconnect the power plug to the mains a second time and
push the main switch. The main switch LED should light continuously.
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Service parts
1

2

3
8
4

5

6

7

Pos

Service code

Description

Remark

1
2

4222 259 44211

Pad holder assy 1-cup

Deep black

CRP475/01

4222 259 44221

Pad holder assy 2-cup

Deep black

HD5015/01

3

4222 247 42552

Collector

4

4222 259 45072

Spout cover

Metal

CRP698/01

5

3000 014 53421

Spout assy improved crema

Black

CP0684/01

6

4222 240 00522

Drip tray cover

Metal

CRP132/01

7

4222 247 63014

Drip tray

Black

CRP133/01

8

4222 259 61832

Water container assy

Natural

HD6566/60 /61
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Online CRP

CRP462/01

Service parts

9

12

10

a

11

13
14
15

Pos

Service code

9

Description

Remark

Lever

10

4222 247 63071

Pushrod

11

4222 240 01413

Slider spring

12

3000 021 92291

Brew chamber assy

13

4222 247 06814

Brew chamber seal

14

4222 240 05991

Ejector pin

15

4222 247 75333

Distribution disk

Glacier blue / Louros

Coffee boost
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Service parts

A
2x
18

a

B
2x

b
23
b

19

c
20
16

y

c
21
z

z

22
y

17

Pos

Service code

16
17
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16

Description

Remark

3000 019 74711

PCB assy Viva Café

OPR/IS/Hybrid 230 V

4213 247 05256

Foot

18

4222 259 59581

3-way valve

19

4222 259 65482

Boiler assy

20

4222 247 06591

Pressure hose

21

4222 247 05134

O-ring (NTC)

22

4222 259 47301

NTC assy

23

4222 259 37248

Pump

OPR 230 V

230 V / 50 Hz

Service parts

24

A
2x
a

29
B
2x
30

25

b
b

34

33

c
y

c

z

z
28

Pos

26

y

Service code

Description

Remark

24

4222 247 71141

Valve outlet

Black

25

4222 259 61911

Back cover assy

Black

26

4222 247 05114

Corrugated tube

28

4222 247 73721

Base plate

Star white

29

3000 021 93721

Housing

Glacier blue

30

3000 021 54391

Front cover printed

Fusion black SS

33

4222 247 62921

Sensor housing

34

4222 247 62811

Calc clean light guide

100

4222 244 50684

Ty-wrap
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Version history
18/08 Version 1.1 : HD6566/60 / HD6566/61 initial release.
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